
 
 

 

 

MEDIA RELEASE 
Monday, June 28 

 
Nextivity officially launches next Gen CEL-FI GO G41 and QUATRA 
4000e at Mobile World Congress. 

 
 
Rounding out Nextivity’s cellular coverage portfolio, sees the official global launch of the Cel-Fi GO G41 and QUATRA 
4000e products at Mobile World Congress. Representing the latest in 4G cellular repeater technology, both 
offerings provide effective and affordable solutions to the middle enterprise market.   
 

QUATRA 4000e is scalable to fit buildings of all sizes. Depending on the environment, size, and space, the 
system utilises one or multiple Network Units (NUs), with each one providing power and distributing signal to up to 
six Coverage Units (CUs). Together, the NUs and CUs support four operators. Paired with The Cel-Fi QUATRA Fiber 
Range Extender expands the distance between the Network Unit to Coverage Unit up to 2.0km (1.24m) for high rise, 
multi-building, or long distances.  
Pending Carrier approval, the QUATRA 4000e is expected to be released to the Australian market next year.   
 

Cel-Fi GO G41 Smart Signal Repeater is the most powerful solution to the range, boasting up to 2x 
20dBm gain and class-leading 3G/4G/5G voice and data coverage performance. RFI Technology Solutions are excited 
to be able offer our customers this latest product release, prior to the official Australian launch, late Q3.  
 

Now operating across more frequency bands, the GO G41 covers all the frequency bands used by the Australian 
operators. The GO G41 can be switched between operator networks via the Cel-FI Wave App with Telstra provider 
approval pending.  
 

Scott Magee RFI CEO said, “The G41 and Quatra 4000e represent breakthrough developments in the Cel-
Fi range, and we congratulate Nextivity on their announcement. These new product releases complement our 
extensive range of stationary and in-building enterprise solutions for individual, SME and large enterprise.”   
 

RFI Technology Solutions is a leader and expert in the Enterprise DAS space and with their well-established carrier 
connections, we are confident that they can provide the Australian marketplace with the best support to launch 
both of our latest product offerings.” Dean Richmond Director of Marketing, Nextivity.   
 

 
 
For further information contact:  
Johan Strydom 
RFI Technology Solutions  
Product Manager Mining & Networks Services 
johan.strydom@rfi.com.au 
 
 

RFI Technology Solutions - RFI designs and manufactures global technology solutions from manufacturing facilities in Victoria and South 

Australia.  We have Australia’s largest RF products manufacturing facility, producing world class antenna, multicoupling systems and active 

electronics products for both the domestic and international markets, and we are the only Australian manufacturer of feature-rich rebroadcast 

system products, which are deployed in tunnels throughout ANZ.  www.rfi.com.au 

 
Georgia Cory 
RFI Technology Solutions  
Marketing Services Manager 
georgia.cory@rfi.com.au 
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